REGULATIONS FOR THE PRESCRIPTION OF FOOTWEAR AS MEDICAL DEVICE
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ABSTRACT. Orthopedic footwear is part of the category of medical devices used in the conservative treatment of foot and lower limbs pathomechanics. For the custom-made medical device the manufacturer has to perform the design based on the prescription of a duly qualified medical practitioner that sets the specific design characteristics of the device. Quality management standards in the field of medical devices govern the entire process (or parts thereof) from design and development to delivery and provide technical support for their implementation. In this respect, the prescription is constituted as an input, respectively an essential requirement of the design process and must be complete and unambiguous. This paper aims to analyse aspects of medical prescription as an essential requirement of the design and manufacturing process of custom-made orthopedic footwear.
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INTRODUCTION

The World Health Organization (WHO), includes therapeutic footwear (for diabetes, neuropathy and orthopedic) together with the orthoses for lower limb in Priority Assistive Products List (LPA) [1]. According to EN ISO 9999: 2016: “Assistive products for persons with disability — Classification and terminology” [2], orthopedic footwear together with foot orthoses are included in the Class “orthotics and prosthetics”, subclass “orthotics”, defined as devices applied on the surface of the considered anatomical segment with a purpose to change the structural and functional characteristics of the neuro-musculoskeletal system [3]. EN ISO 9999: 2016 defines three categories of orthopedic footwear, namely: “off-the-shelf”, “customized”, and “custom-made/bespoke”. According to existing legal regulations, medical devices (prostheses, orthoses) are used in a specialised activity “in order to overcome some organic or physiological deficiencies” [4]. Activities related to the manufacture of medical devices are supported by national insurance systems; in Romania the following categories...
of devices are found, according to the purpose of this work [5]: foot orthoses, arch supports, orthopedic footwear (boots and shoes with the following types: deformities, with spring, amputations of metatarsus and phalanges, lower limb discrepancy).

Existing regulations on medical devices establish the following definitions [6, 7]:
- “medical device - any instrument, apparatus, appliance, software, material or other article, whether used alone or in combination, including the software intended by its manufacturer to be used specifically for diagnostic and/or therapeutic purposes and necessary for its proper application, intended by the manufacturer to be used for human being for the purpose of:
  a) diagnosis, prevention, monitoring, treatment or alleviation of disease;
  b) diagnosis, monitoring, treatment, alleviation of or compensation for an injury or handicap;
  c) investigation, replacement or modification of the anatomy or of a physiological process”;
- “custom-made device - any device specifically made in accordance with a duly qualified medical practitioner’s written prescription which gives, under his responsibility, specific design characteristics and which is intended for the sole use of a particular patient. The above mentioned prescription may also be made out by any other person authorized by virtue of his professional qualifications to do so”.

The process by which a custom-made medical device is introduced in the conservative treatment of foot pathomechanics must be governed both by the regulations specific to each country and the requirements of quality management systems standards such as EN ISO 9001: 2015 or ISO 13485: 2016. For the purposes of these standards, a process is defined as the activity starting from an “input” which is transformed into an “output”. Analyzing the medical devices definitions mentioned above, we see that besides the “manufacturer”, in the case of custom-made medical device a “qualified medical practitioner” or “any other person authorized by virtue of his professional qualifications” are added. It is worth noting that the standard EN ISO 13485: 2016 includes in the section “Terms and definitions” a definition for medical device but does not include one for “custom-made device” [8].

For the purpose of standard EN ISO 13485:2016 and “Global Harmonization Task Force”- GHTF/SG1/N055:2009 (developed by IMDRF-International Medical Device Regulators Forum), the manufacturer is an entity that has both the responsibility of design and/or to manufacture the medical device with the intent to make it available for use, and to ensure compliance with applicable regulations except when the latter is in the duty of another entity in accordance with the existing laws [8, 9]. In the same sense, the design and/or manufacture process may also include, in addition to manufacturing, other activities such as “development of the specifications”. It can be seen that in the case of the custom-made device in the input data of the design process the prescription is determinant, being the responsibility of the medical practitioner or of any other person authorized by virtue of his professional qualifications that gives specific design characteristics. Thus, the prescription is considered as an input, respectively an essential requirement of the design process and it has to be in accordance with EN ISO 13485: 2016: complete, unambiguous, verifiable and validated [8].

**Medical Prescription Definition**

According to the Explanatory Dictionary of the Romanian Language and related with the medical act “prescription represents a recommendation given by the physician to a patient (through a recipe); recommendation for using a drug” [10]. In general terms, the prescription is an “obligation, disposition, provision” or a set of “written instructions including technical conditions to be followed in the design, verification or manufacturing of a technical system” [10]. According to Belknap, S. et al., “a prescription is a health-care program implemented by a physician or other qualified practitioner in the form of instructions that
govern the plan of care for an individual patient” [11].

A complete description of the “prescription” concept is provided by the pharmacology field, the stages of the magistral preparation/drugs’ prescribing process and the one of the custom-made medical devices could be considered similar. Thus, in the medicine field the prescription represents an instruction, respectively the mean of communication between the prescribing doctor and the pharmacist achieved through a written document [12].

Constitutive elements of the medical prescription and their definition may differ from country to country, there is not yet a unique standard [12] but basically, there are 7 elements [13-15]:

- “superscriptio” - contains the header,
- “inscriptio” - contains the patient data,
- “invocatio” - contains the abbreviation (Rp or Rx) of the word “Recipe”,
- “prescriptio” (“ordinatio” / “compositio”) - in the case of magistral drugs it contains data about the necessary ingredients to be used,
- “instructio” - contains information regarding the way of drugs’ administration,
- “subscriptio” - contains instructions for the magistral drug preparation,
- “adnotatio” - contains information provided by the pharmacist (added auxiliary substances, date, price, and others).

Whichever format is used, the prescription must be unambiguous [12], as this is an essential requirement of the quality management standards for which the prescription is an input document for the medical device design [8].

Practice of Medical Devices Prescription

Medical devices based on a prescription may be used only under the guidance and instructions of an authorized specialist [14, 16]. Prescription differs from country to country both in terms of its content and of the eligible prescribers, depending on how the prescribing competencies of the medical specialities who have the responsibility for the foot pathomechanics treatment are defined. The problem of communication between the medical practitioner and the medical device provider represents a continuing preoccupation [17] and it is topical especially in the countries where specialized segments of medical devices field are not sufficiently developed [18, 19]. As far back as 1969 Henderson discusses the problem of foot orthoses prescription in the context where difficulties were noted for the eligible prescribers in order to be up to date with the evolutions in the field of medical devices design [17]. These difficulties are hindering the effective communication between medical and technical specialists leading to an implicit transfer of the medical practitioner responsibilities to the technical one in relation to the establishing of the specific design characteristics for the medical device.

From the prescription definition results that in the case of medical devices “prescriptio” must contain the name, the type and the specific design characteristics of the medical device, which, according to the custom-made device definition are the prescriber’s responsibility and not the manufacturer’s. The general template of the medical prescription presented in the legal rules of the medical devices from Romania [20] only includes the name and the type of the recommended medical device where, for example, in the case of orthopedic footwear the name may be “boots” or “shoes” while the device type is described as: “deformities”, “amputations of metatarsus and phalanges” and “lower limb discrepancy”. In the same way in which the pharmacist must prepare the magistral drugs according to the physician’s prescription, the technical specialist in the field of custom-made orthopedic footwear (from allied health professions as: pedorthist, orthopaedic shoemaker meister, orthotist) have to manufacture the product according to specific design characteristics indicated by the prescriber. The World Health Organization (WHO) has developed a “Guide to Good Prescribing” for drugs which describe the implementation process of a medical treatment, as follows [21]:

1. definition of the patient problem,
2. specification of the therapeutic objective,
3. verifying the adequacy of the treatment for a given patient’s specific case,
4. writing a prescription - initiation of treatment,
5. informing the patient about the prescribed treatment,
6. monitoring the treatment.

Diagnosis, namely identification of the pathological condition [10] or defining the patient’s problem [21] represents a preliminary stage of the prescription writing. The steps to be followed for the use of foot orthoses in the treatment are [22, 23]:
1. clinical evaluation,
2. writing prescription & and conducting measurements,
3. orthosis fitting,
4. monitoring the evolution of the treatment.

A reference example in the nomination of the medical specialists with clearly defined competencies in the medical footwear prescription comes from Australia where the eligible prescribers are: physician in medical specialities as surgical ones (vascular surgery, orthopedics), physical and rehabilitation medicine, rheumatology, geriatrics, neurology, endocrinology; specialists in physiotherapy; specialists in occupational therapy; podiatrists; orthotists / prosthetists [24, 25]. It is worth noting that in the state of New South Wales in Australia the Certified pedorthists are considered eligible prescribers [25]. According to the Pedorthic Association of Canada (PAC), the Certified pedorthist develops the medical device prescription based on the referral received from the physicians, nurses or other medical practitioners. Orthoses prescription represents the detailed instructions on how to manufacture, containing information about the design parameters, materials, composition and production [26]. It is important to understand if the “prescription” as understood by PAC has the same meaning for insurers companies from Canada who reimburse for custom-made medical devices. It is also worth noting that in some countries a medical specialist who is not included in the list of eligible prescribers may be accredited on demand for this activity through a clearly defined process [24]. In the UK where pedorthics does not exist, footwear prescription is made by an orthotist being at least at the 6th qualification level (“Specialist/Senior Practitioner”) according to professional classification in this field [27, 28]. This qualification level is obtained in the UK based on studies at an university level (higher education) unlike the situation from Romania where the qualification of orthotist-prosthetist technician is obtained through studies at the third level (secondary or post-secondary education) [29]. Unlike the situation in UK where footwear prescription is included explicitly in the orthotist’s competencies, in Romania the occupational standard for the profession of orthotist-prosthetist technician makes no reference to orthopedic footwear [27-29].

WHO together with the International Society for Prosthetics and Orthotics (ISPO) define three categories (I, II, and III) of the specialists in the Orthotic & Prosthetic field [19, 30, 31]:
- Category I: Prosthetist-Orthotist - equivalent of a four-level training (higher education with a duration of 3-4 years),
- Category II: Orthopaedic Technologist - the equivalent of a three-level training (post-secondary school education with a duration of 3 years),
- Category III: Prosthetic/Orthotic Technician - the equivalent of a two-level training, qualification at the workplace. This category works only in the medical device manufacturing process under the guidance of specialists from the first two categories.

The WHO and ISPO documents show that in the Orthotic & Prosthetic field, specialists must have a university level education in accordance with professional standards of Category I. In developing countries, in the absence of Category I, its attributions can be shared by specialists from Category II for which, according to the specific casuistry, there is the possibility to obtain the qualifications only in certain subfields such as prosthetics or orthotics for upper or lower limb [19]. According to ISPO documents Category I specialists have the professional expertise in the area of orthopedic footwear while professional Category II has competences only for footwear
modification [30, 31]. The cited ISPO documents note that there are difficulties in establishing professional designations because of the particularities found from country to country. This is true for Romania also where it is obvious that the Occupational Standard for qualification of orthotist-prosthetist technician designates the specialized personnel according to ISPO Category II.

The medical literature is reviewing many prescription variables or specific design characteristics of the medical devices especially for foot orthoses. There is information regarding the preferences related to prescribing habits in specific geographical areas [32], studies regarding recommendations based on specialists consensus for the prescription variables for certain pathologies [33-35] or comparisons between medical devices made by different categories of specialists in relation to the treatment objective achievement [36]. In the context of the continuously developing medical devices field the question arises whether the eligible prescriber’s competencies are up to date with this evolution. Also an important issue is mentioned concerning the transfer of responsibility from the prescribing specialist to the medical device manufacturer in the case of an incomplete prescription. In this context, since 1969 Henderson and Lamoreux, recognized specialists for their involvement in the study and development of UCBL foot orthosis type (University of California Biomechanics Laboratory), have proposed an approach to medical devices prescription according to the following steps [17]:

1. establishing of the “diagnosis” by the physician,
2. establishing by the physician of the “medical objectives” for using the devices, based on the information provided by other members of the interdisciplinary team,
3. establishing “functional descriptions” by the physician where the “medical objectives” are transposed into the medical device objectives,
4. developing a “treatment program” by the physician, based on the information provided by interdisciplinary team where necessary.

Under the procedure proposed above, the orthotist (or another specialist in medical devices designing field) establishes “specific design characteristics” and manufacture the device following the objectives set for it. A good example of this can be considered the transposition in terms of the prescribing procedure described by Henderson and Lamoreux of the therapeutic footwear optimizing process for patients with diabetic neuropathy described by Sicco A. Bus and others [37]. Thus for therapeutic footwear prescribed by a specialist in physical and rehabilitation medicine the following elements can be formulated:

- “medical objective”: reducing the risk of ulceration,
- “functional description”: decreasing the pressures in the at risk areas from the plantar surface of the foot 25% below initial value (criterion no. 1) or below 200 kPa (criterion no. 2). Areas “at risk” were defined as those areas where peak pressure measured with an in-shoe measuring system are more than 200 kPa.

Based on this functional description the specialist in orthopedic footwear (the pedorthist) with a minimum of 4 years’ experience in the treatment of diabetic foot has made footwear modifications, respectively an “optimization” of specific design characteristics so as to meet one of the two criteria established in the “functional description”. The authors report that footwear “optimization” lasted 53 minutes on average. Optimization algorithm of therapeutic footwear meets the requirements of quality management standards through appropriate process documentation.

An ISPO report on education in the Orthotic & Prosthetic field at European level shows that for example in Belgium the medical devices prescription by a physician is an “open prescription”, containing only the “desired orthopedic effect” which can be assimilated with the “medical objective” described above. The same document shows the existence of different practices regarding prescription rights of Prosthetist-Orthotists stressing the importance of differentiating “medical prescription” (as an attribute of the medical practitioner) by the “technical prescription” (as an attribute of Prosthetist-Orthotists of Category I) [38]. A good
example of establishing a medical objective and a functional description as part of the prescribing of a medical device comes from the podiatry field from USA through the development of a guidelines document regarding the prescription of foot orthoses [39]. According to the USA Medicare insurance system footwear made from the positive mold of the patient’s foot (“custom-molded”) may be prescribed by a podiatrist or other qualified doctor [40]. It is obvious that where there is duly qualification [6], the medical practitioner may indicate the device’s technical specifications. The orthotist/pedorthist may participate together with the physician to assess the effectiveness of the device obtained from this process. It is worth noting that both elements of this way of prescription and the need to develop it on the basis of team activities for complex devices are found in current practice of some countries [25].

CONCLUSIONS

The prescription problem is a sensitive issue especially in countries where specialized areas of foot conservative treatment based on specific medical devices such as podiatry or pedorthics are not developed. Through the lack of the “specific design characteristics” from custom-made medical device prescription, a transfer of responsibility from the eligible prescriber to the manufacturer is realised.

Considering the fact that in the current clinical practice there are many situations where the prescription is limited only to the indication of the name and the type of the medical device, a solution to this problem could be the introduction of a regulation where based on the “diagnosis”, “medical objectives” and “functional description” developed by the medical practitioner the technical specialist may establish the “specific design characteristics” in a technical prescription.

Open approach and finding practical solutions to the problem of medical devices prescription is the only solution through the responsibilities for conservative treatment of foot pathomechanics are properly shared among the members of the interdisciplinary team. Such a “win-win situation” approach can only be to the benefit of the specialists involved in the treatment and especially to the patient who has the right to benefit from an effective treatment.
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